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This filing contains a press release issued by California Water Service Group (�California Water�) on May 31, 2018 in relation to California
Water�s all-cash proposal to acquire SJW Group (�SJW�).

Forward-Looking Statements

This filing and the following documents contain forward-looking statements within the meaning established by the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995 (�Act�). The forward-looking statements are intended to qualify under provisions of the federal securities laws for �safe harbor�
treatment established by the Act. Forward-looking statements are based on currently available information, expectations, estimates, assumptions
and projections, and management�s judgment about California Water, the water utility industry and general economic conditions. Such words as
would, expects, intends, plans, believes, estimates, assumes, anticipates, projects, predicts, forecasts or variations of such words or similar
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. They
are subject to uncertainty and changes in circumstances. Actual results may vary materially from what is contained in a forward-looking
statement. Factors that may cause a result different than expected or anticipated include, but are not limited to: the failure to consummate the
proposed transaction with SJW upon the terms set forth in California Water�s Acquisition Proposal; governmental and regulatory commissions�
decisions; changes in regulatory commissions� policies and procedures; the timeliness of regulatory commissions� actions concerning rate relief;
changes in environmental compliance and water quality requirements; electric power interruptions; changes in customer water use patterns and
the effects of conservation; the impact of weather and climate on water availability, water sales and operating results; civil disturbances or
terrorist threats or acts, or apprehension about the possible future occurrences of acts of this type; labor relations matters as we negotiate with the
unions; restrictive covenants in or changes to the credit ratings on our current or future debt that could increase our financing costs or affect our
ability to borrow, make payments on debt or pay dividends; and, other risks and unforeseen events. When considering forward-looking
statements, you should keep in mind the cautionary statements included in this paragraph, as well as our annual 10-K, Quarterly 10-Q, and other
reports filed from time-to-time with the Securities and Exchange Commission. California Water assumes no obligation to provide public updates
of forward-looking statements except to the extent required by law.

Important Additional Information

On May 15, 2018, California Water filed a preliminary proxy statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the �Preliminary Proxy
Statement�) to solicit proxies in opposition to resolutions related to the pending merger between SJW and Connecticut Water Service, Inc.
INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS ARE URGED TO READ THE PRELIMINARY PROXY STATEMENT, THE DEFINITIVE
PROXY STATEMENT TO BE FILED BY CALIFORNIA WATER (WHEN IT IS AVAILABLE), AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS TO BE
FILED WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE, BECAUSE THEY WILL
CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION. All such documents, if filed, would be available free of charge at the Securities and Exchange
Commission�s website (www.sec.gov) or by directing a request to Innisfree M&A Incorporated at (888) 750-5834 (banks and brokers call collect
at (212) 750-5833).

Participants in the Solicitation

California Water, its directors and certain of its officers and employees may be deemed to be participants in any solicitation of SJW stockholders
in connection with the proposed transaction between California Water and SJW. Information about such participants, and a description of their
direct or indirect interests, by security holdings or otherwise, is included in the Preliminary Proxy Statement.

**************************************************************
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California Water Comments on One-Sided Amendment to SJW/Connecticut Water Merger Agreement

SAN JOSE, Calif. � May 31, 2018 � California Water Service Group (NYSE: CWT) today issued the following statement in
response to Connecticut Water Service, Inc.�s (NASDAQ: CTWS) amendment to its pending merger agreement with
SJW Group (NYSE: SJW):

�Connecticut Water announced this morning a one-sided amendment to its merger agreement with SJW Group that allows it � but not SJW � to
conduct a 45-day go shop process, during which Connecticut Water can actively solicit alternative acquisition proposals from third parties.

�We believe this is a clear indication of the lack of stakeholder support for the SJW/Connecticut Water transaction and reflects the entrenchment
of the SJW Board. In fact, the announcement comes only hours after California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Administrative Law Judge
Karl Bemesderfer disclosed at a Public Participation Hearing that CPUC�s legal division has decided to review the SJW/Connecticut Water
transaction.

�It is time for the SJW Board to acknowledge the untenable uncertainty and risks associated with its transaction with Connecticut Water and
engage with us on our $68.25 per share all-cash proposal.  As we have noted previously, our proposal represents a 30% premium to the $52.41
closing price of SJW on April 3, 2018, the day prior to delivery of our proposal.  In addition, our proposal is 10% higher than the high end of the
range of implied stand-alone equity values per SJW share resulting from the discount cash flow analysis conducted by SJW�s own financial
advisor.

�Especially in a so-called �merger of equals�, we believe the SJW Board owes its stockholders a clear and candid explanation of why only
Connecticut Water shareholders get the benefits of a go-shop period.�

About California Water Service Group

California Water Service Group is the parent company of California Water Service, Washington Water Service, New Mexico Water Service,
Hawaii Water Service, CWS Utility Services, and HWS Utility Services. Together, these companies provide regulated and non-regulated water
service to approximately 2 million people in more than 100 California, Washington, New Mexico, and Hawaii communities. California Water
Service Group�s common stock trades on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol �CWT.� Additional information is available online
at www.calwatergroup.com.

Important Additional Information

On May 15, 2018, California Water filed a preliminary proxy statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the �Preliminary Proxy
Statement�) to solicit proxies in opposition to resolutions related to the pending merger between SJW Group and Connecticut Water Service, Inc.
INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS ARE URGED TO READ THE PRELIMINARY PROXY STATEMENT, THE DEFINITIVE
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PROXY STATEMENT TO BE FILED BY CALIFORNIA WATER (WHEN IT IS AVAILABLE), AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS TO BE
FILED WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE, BECAUSE THEY WILL
CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION. All such documents, if filed, would be available free of charge at the Securities and Exchange
Commission�s website (www.sec.gov) or by directing a request to Innisfree M&A Incorporated at (888) 750-5834 (banks and brokers call collect
at (212) 750-5833).
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Participants in the Solicitation

California Water, its directors and certain of its officers and employees may be deemed to be participants in any solicitation of SJW Group
stockholders in connection with the proposed transaction between California Water and SJW Group. Information about such participants, and a
description of their direct or indirect interests, by security holdings or otherwise, is included in the Preliminary Proxy Statement.

Investor Contacts:

Thomas Smegal

(408) 367-8200

Innisfree M&A Incorporated

Scott Winter

(212) 750-7271

Media Contacts:
Shannon Dean

(408) 367-8243

Sard Verbinnen & Co

Meghan Gavigan/David Isaacs

(415) 618-8750
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